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A technical concept that makes the difference
A unique and simple modular design
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A
2 Housing bases
Y6-Y7

Y8

Powder painted aluminum housing base designed for rear mouning applicaions.
Can receive threads from 3/8” up to M77 or 2” for thermostat rods or for immersion
heaters. Allows to cover the whole range of these applicaions

Fiberglass reinforced black PA66 housing base, designed for wall mouning or stand
mouning, with outlets for capillaries or probes, used for general applicaions, ambiance
or distance measurement, with electronic controls or thermostats, can receive many
rear mouning accessories, including heat tracing legs. Can also be used as basis for
small immersion heaters or surface temperature controls. It has also applicaions as
a juncion box base.

B
4 Covers

Black lat in polycarbonate: for
connecion and juncion boxes. The best
resistance to UV.

Black lat in powder painted aluminum:
for connecion and juncion boxes. The
best mechanical resistance

Transparent lat in polycarbonate: for
SSR boxes, for ixed seing thermostat
control boxes with internal pilot lights

Opaque with transparent window: for
applicaions requiring frequent access
or seing, without any electrical hazard:
the terminal block is inaccessible

C
15 Embeddable and compatible temperature control and safety devices
(See catalogue Y9 for explosion proof versions)

Single pole bulb and capillary thermostat,
temperature ranges up to 320°C

3 pole bulb and capillary thermostat,
temperature ranges up to 320°C

Double pole manual reset high limit
Single pole manual reset high limit manual
manual reset thermostat, fail safe, ixed
reset thermostat, fail safe, ixed seing,
seing, temperature range up to 170°C
temperature range up to 320°C

Blind electronic thermostat, temperature
ranges up to 300°C. Alos available with
manual reset

77 x 35 mm single display electronic
controller, ON-OFF

Single pole heavy duty bulb and capillary
thermostat, temperature ranges up to
750°C

Single pole heavy duty bulb and capillary
manual reset high limit thermostat,
temperature ranges up to 750°C

3 pole manual reset high limit manual
reset thermostat, fail safe, ixed seing,
temperature range up to 170°C

3 pole combinaion control, with manual
reset, temperature ranges up to 320°C

48 x 25 mm single display electronic
controller, ON-OFF and PID auto-tune,
muli sensors, relay and SSR outputs

48 x 48 mm double display electronic
controller, ON-OFF and PID auto-tune,
muli sensors, relay and SSR outputs
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Flat mouning board,
Aluminum sheet for
customer adaptaion

Flat mouning board,
PA66, two holes
diameter 22mm for
lights

Flat mouning board,
PA66, for 4 modules
circuit breaker and
DIN rail temperature
control

Extended mouning
board, PA66, with
fuse holder hole, for
customer adaptaion

Flat mouning board,
PA66, for single pole
bulb and capillary
thermostat, with two
230V lights

Extended mouning
board, PA66, for
single pole K series
bulb and capillary
thermostat, with two
230V lights

Extended mouning
board, PA66, for
single or three pole
bulb and capillary
thermostat, with two
230V lights

Extended mouning
board, for combined
three pole bulb and
capillary thermostats
with manual reset

Extended mouning
board, PA66, with 45
x 22 mm rectangular
hole for 1/32 Din
controller

Extended mouning
board, PA66, with 71
x 29 mm rectangular
hole for 78 x 35 mm
controller

Extended mouning
board, PA66, with 45
x 45 mm square hole
for 1/16 Din controller

Extended mouning
board, PA66, with 45
x 45 mm square hole
for 1/16 Din controller
with thick front panel

Extended mouning
board, PA66, for KW
type thermostats with
5A explosion proof
switch

Extended mouning
board, PA66, for
explosion proof
thermostats with built
in “e” connecion box

E
3 Integrated terminal blocks

Main terminal block 5 x 6mm²+5 x 2.5mm², (or 10 x
10 mm²)

Auxiliary terminal block 6 x 1.5 mm², for connecion of
temperature sensors (on electronic front panels)

Terminal block with miniature plug, for infrared remote
control or enclosure heater connecion

F
7 Cable gland mounting plates

One 1''BSPP tapped
hole for tracing stand
or gland
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Two M25x1.5 tapped
holes for large gauge
cables

Two M20x1.5 tapped
holes and one
M24x1.5

One M20x1.5 tapped
hole and three cable
gland bodies for lat
cables

Two M25x1.5 tapped
holes and one
M16x1.5

One M16 tapped hole
for ATEX EXDIIBT6
versions
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D
14 Mounting boards for thermostats and electronic controllers, without or with high limit cut out

A technical concept that makes the difference
G
M 20 x 1.5 tapped outlet locations and main uses

This thread has been standardized on most accessories allowing these boxes a very large range of applicaions, simplifying assembly and connecions to the accessories and
other enclosures.
We have developed a very large range of silicone gaskets for this M20 x1.5 thread, for round and lat cables, and muliple wires.
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6 Locations

at the rear of plasic
housings

at the rear of aluminum
housings for solid state
relays

on passing through
insulaions and mouning
stands

on surface mouning
plates for sensors

on miniature tubular
juncion boxes

On mouning board for
heat tracing cables

16 usages

sealed with PGM20 plug

with two M20 nuts and accessories for
round cable

with two M20 nuts and accessories for
lat cable

with two M20 nuts and accessories for
two or three conductors

with two M20 nuts and accessories for
thermostat capillary outlet

with two M20 nuts and accessories for
temperature sensor cable entry

with usual M20 cable gland

with accessories for round or lat cable,
2/3 conductors and lexible sheath
(straight outlet)

with accessories for round or lat cable,
2/3 conductors and lexible sheath
(90°outlet)

with two M20 nuts and accessories
for dia 5 or 6mm sensor (ambient
temperature or slightly distant surface
temperature measure)

with Pt100 sensor or M20 NTC, external
ambient temperature measure

with Pt100 sensor or M20 NTC, surface
temperature measure (heaing blankets
or other heaing surfaces)

with M20 temperature sensor, temperature measure

with external M20 disc thermostat,
temperature measure (anifreeze)

with M20 disc thermostat, surface
temperature safety (heaing blankets or
other heaing surfaces)

with external light

H
6 power relay devices

2 x 25A relay

1 x 30A relay

3 x 16A relay board

6 x 16A relay board

Power contactor
(Compaibility limited to
some Y6 and Y7 versions))
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Wall mouning and coupling legs

Heat tracing mouning legs

Rear mouning aluminum base for small
immersion heaters or inned heaters

Flexible heaing element brackets

And more:
7 details of the box that make also the difference

304 stainless steel
screws. Lid and
window screws are
capive. The lid
closing nuts are
capive.
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8 sealing holes,
various and
independent for lid
and window.
The access can be
limited to the
adjustment only or
to the adjustment
and connecions.

8 sealing holes,
various and
independent for lid
and window 90° step
adjustable mouning
brackets with oblong
holes. The bracket
mouning holes may
also be used for an
invisible mouning
at the rear (Y8 series
only)

Stamped,
unalterable,
non-removable
ideniicaion plate,
stainless steel 304.
Customizaion on
request

Silicone foam gaskets:
the best resistance to
temperature,
stretching and
compression.

Removable cable
gland mouning
plate, graning a wide
access to the terminal
block.
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Silicone caps on the
protecion sheath
ends of capillaries and
sensor cables
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I
Tens of rear mounting accessories

A technical concept that makes the difference
A technical choice: Raw materials

The classic housings, with only 5 sides and a lid, require a long and costly layout, most of the ime ignoring the applicaion needs: security, ire resistance, water penetraion,
shocks, UV, temperature, etc.
With rare excepions these universal boxes are made of cheap materials, with low wall thicknesses and they are mostly designed according to the sale price rather than to the
customer’s technical applicaion.
Our Y6, Y7 and Y8 boxes have resolutely turned their backs on this concept: they provide the maximum possibiliies, the minimum installaion ime, and unmatched speciicaions.
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A technical choice: an exceptional environmental and electrical resistance of the
housing

Ingress resistance: > IP65 (IEC 60529). Withstands immersion for 24 hours under 150 mm of water, which corresponds to an IP67class. The IP65 limitaion is solely due to cable
glands and their correct ightening by the users.
Impact resistance: IK10 (IEC, EN50102). Highest class of the standard.
Vibraion resistance: equipped with Ulimheat terminals and a temperature control, the enclosures withstand a 48 hours repeiive vibratory sequence with 10 minutes sinusoidal vibraion variable sequence cycles covering the range from 1.7 Hz to 5 Hz with variable acceleraions of 0.3 to 2.6 G without any damage or loosening.
Salt spray resistance: EN 600832-2-11 test Ka (4 weeks with a 5% salt content).
Resistance to chlorine corrosion: ASTM G48, tests A: 96 h accelerated corrosion at 70°C, in 5.25% soluion of sodium hypochlorite. Test B: 1000 hours at 60°C in a 200 mg/l
diluted sodium hypochlorite soluion.
UV resistance: (IS04892-1), wavelength 315 ~ 400nm, black body temperature 55°C, 1000 hours: no noiceable fading on the housings and a slight yellowing on the polycarbonate lids, loss of notched impact resistance below 15% . Meets UL 746C for UV resistance, exposure to rain and immersion.
Fire resistance: the case body is UL94VO and / or UL94 5VA according to thickness.
Temperature: Temperature of delecion under load (RTI) is above 125°C.
Rohs: the materials used in the boxes comply with the European Direcive 20220/95/CE.
Reach: the materials used in the boxes comply with the REACH European Direcive.
• Window and cover seals: silicone foam, high temperature resistance, lexibility, elasicity, no degradaion over ime.
• Threaded Inserts: the locking of lids and windows uses metal inserts, not plasic threads. Allowing muliple openings without damaging the threads.

A technical choice: the boxes raw material materials

Unlike most manufacturers of cabinets and enclosures, the material used was not chosen because of its price or ease of molding, but to meet the technical requirements of its
use in electro-thermal applicaions

Comparison chart of common materials used by the plasic housing molders.

Material

ABS (UV résistant)

Resistance loss af- Fire resistance
Resistance to
Temperature of
(UL94)
deformaion under impact on a 3mm ter UV test 1000h
(ISO4892-1)*
thick plate @ 25°C
load
(EN50102)
(ISO 75, method A)
92°C

9,4 (IK08)

UL94-HB
Bad:
A 80% loss of
mechanical strength
ater 1000H
UL94-HB to
Medium:
UL94-HB
A 25% loss of
mechanical strength
ater 1000H
UL94-5V
Medium:
A 11% loss of
mechanical strength
ater 1000H

Mechanical
breakage
resistance
ISO 527 /
ASTMD638

GWFI
Glow-wire
test
(IEC 606952-12)

50 Mpa

650°C

23 to 32 Mpa

750 to 960°C

Other features

Use in Y housings

The cheapest one, Used on the entry-level
good surface inish housings (Y0) without
any paricular constraint

The lowest mechanical
resistance and the lowest
temperature resistance.
Not used for the Y range
70 Mpa
850
Bad resistance to Transparent lids, ofering
PC (Transparent)
135°C
21,2 (IK10)
a good impact resistance
oils. Do not
covering its whole
withstand
self-tapping screws temperature range and
the best light
transmission (85 to 90%)
UL94-VO
60 MPA
960
The best surface
Good mechanical
PC-ABS
80°C
11,6 (IK09)
Good:
inish
resistance, good inish,
A 18% loss of
used for the domesic
mechanical strength
room thermostatsY1
ater 1000H
series
UL94-VO
77 MPA
960
Few molding
The best surface inish,
PC-ABS+20%FG
120°C
9,1 (IK08)
Good:
deformaion
with a very good
A 15% loss of
mechanical resistance:
mechanical strength
Room thermostat
ater 1000H
housing for domesic use
Not used for the Y series,
U94-VO
80-85 Mpa
650 to 750
Insuicient
PA66
100°C
2.9 (IK06)
Medium:
except for some knobs
mechanical
A 22% loss of
resistance and
mechanical strength
distorions ater
ater 1000H
molding
150 Mpa
850
The second most The best compromise,
UL94 –VO and
Excellent:
PA66, 20% FG box 250°C (coninuous IK10 (maximum
expensive material impact resistance,
UL94-5V (the
use at 120°C)
class)
A 7% loss of
and terminal block
temperature resistance
in this chart
mechanical strength most serious
housings
and lame class. Used
range)
ater 1000H
on housings of Y7, 8,
9 boxes and terminal
blocks
Note on IK Classes: to be IK rated, a material must withstand a shock greater than or equal to the following values: 1 joule = IK06, IK07 = 2 Joules, IK08 = 5 Joules, 10 Joules = IK09,
IK10 = 20 Joules. Therefore, an IK10 box is on average 2 imes stronger than IK09, 4 imes more than IK08, 10 imes more than IK07 and 20 imes more than IK06.
* UV resistance is improved by the addiion of black pigment (carbon black), and it is the main reason for the black coloraion of the Y-line boxes intended for outdoor use.
PS (High impact,
UV resistant, lame
retardant)

75°C

9.8 (IK08)
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A technical choice: the gasket raw materials

The material was not chosen in regards of its price or ease of molding like gaskets made of PU foam injected through the process “Formed in place foam gasket or FIPFG “, or
even of the possibility of die-cuing, but to meet the technical requirements of electrical heaing applicaions: heat resistance, ire resistance, mechanical resistance to successive
openings and closings, UV resistance.

Polyurethan foam

Minimum using
temperature
(weakening)
(ASTM D 746)
-20°C

Maximum
permanent using
temperature
(SAE J-2236)
+90°C

Silicone foam

-55°C

+200°C

Material

Breakage mechaniResidual
cal resistance
distorion ater
compression
(ASTM D1056)
< 5%
455KPa
(ASTM D3574,
test E)
< 5%
246Kpa (ASTM)
D412)

Fire resistance
(UL94)
HBF
(the lowest class)

Required force for
UV resistance
a 25% compression
(SAE J1960=
(ASTM D1056)
Automoive Industry)
UL508 : boxes
Medium deterioraion
76 kPa

V0 and HF1
(the highest class)

No deterioraion

Average values for general comparison only as characterisics may vary from a supplier to another.

27 kPa: the smallest
constraint to close a
lid or a window

A technical choice: the main connection block

Main terminal block features (6mm²+2.5mm² version)
The plasic material of this terminal block is diferent from that of the box base and has been selected to meet its use speciic constraints.
The most important constraint submited to a terminal block is an overheaing due to a lead bad ightening. The class of plasic having a GWFI (glow wire lammability index)
above 850 ° C provides the highest resistance to overheaing. This class is mandatory for applicaions involving unsupervised applicaions, as speciied in the EN60335-1 §
30-2-3-1Standard. The material used for connectors has a GWFI of 960 °, which is much higher.
The other constraints of the applicaion are:
Resistance to current tracking: CTI> 600 (Class 1, the highest).
Clearances and creepage distances: > 9 mm. 30% and 40% higher than the 6.3 and 5 mm @ 500V values requested under the highest polluion 3 environmental condiions.
Distances measured in the worst case, with the largest possible cable gauge.
Protecion against accidental electrical contacts : a screwed protecion plate, exceeding the related speciicaions of the Standard 60-335-1

A technical choice: main connection block screws

Use of screws with capive notched square washers, allows to connect two slightly diferent size conductors on each terminal without compromising
the clamping quality. This soluion provides a universal wiring capability, independent of the wire end terminaion: bare conductors, inned conductors,
spade or eyelet terminals and conductors with cable shoes can be used.
As the conductor end is not hidden by the connecion block, the user can clearly see if the wire is correctly inserted in the terminal, which is a common problem of the cage type terminal blocks in which the wire is oten wrongly inserted under the cage and not ightened.

Comparaive table of connecion types accepted by the diferent terminal styles
Column header
Direct screw

Screw with plate

Cage terminal

Terminal type

Bare wire (solid or inely
stranded)

Bare inned wire

Cable shoe

Spade terminal

Eyelet terminal
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Screw with notched square
washer
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Comparison chart of the common materials used for housing gaskets
(Compared with equivalent density of 2.4 g/cm3 and equivalent hardness of 12 to 18 Shore A)

